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TOP-NOTCH FACULTY AND STUDENTS EXCEL WITH THE
SUPPORT OF SCHOLARSHIPS AND PROFESSORSHIPS
Among the measures used to assess an American university in the
21st century are two prominent capabilities: attraction and retention
of the first rank of knowledgeable, creative, and caring faculty members in every area of research and instruction; and the assurance of
access for the most qualified, talented, and enterprising students, bar
none. Supporting Syracuse by endowing a special faculty position, a
dedicated scholarship fund, or a new program is a way of saying, "This
University is a beneficial institution, and I want to back it now and in
the long run ."
Endowments create optimal academic environments in which faculty and students are free to take their work to the limit without worry
about annual budget concerns. Vice Chancellor and Provost Eric F.
Spina believes this special protection makes an especially powerful
gift to the University and notes that endowments are a top priority
of The Campaign for Syracuse University. Spina also points out that
by designating the use of an endowed fund , a supporter is making a
clear and enduring statement of personal values. "An endowment is
handled in such a way that each year the principal-the gift-yields
enough interest to sustain the program it was designated for," he says.
"This turns one gift into many by freeing up capital in the general fund,
allowing the University to be agile in response to unexpected challenges and opportunities. Come what may, the structure of endowed
giving protects the programs nearest and dearest to those who made
them possible."
The following pages showcase examples of scholarships and professorships-both endowed and supported-at work at SU.

Kenneth A. Shaw is inaugurated as lOth Chancellor.
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Donna E. Shalala G'70, H'87 is appointed U.S. Secretary of Health and
Human Services byPresident Bill Cl inton.

Sean a laPlace '95. G'98 is first African American woman
elected president of the Student Government Association .
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Otto the Orange is officially
adopted as SU's mascot.
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~EMEMBRANCE
SCHOLARSHIP

Recipients: 35 seniors, chosen
for distinguished academic
achievement, citizenship, and
service to community
Background: Established by
SU to honor the memory of
35 students lost in the 1988
bombing of Pan Am Flight 103,
the endowed scho larships
provide $5,000 to each recipient.
The endowment is supported
by gifts from alumni, friends,
parents, and corporations, with
sign ificant support provided
by C. Jean Thompson '66 and
Trustee Richard L. Thompson
G'67, in memory of Jean Tay lor
Phelan Terry '43 and John
F. Phe lan (Jean Thompson's
parents); and by the Fred L.
Emerson Foun dation.

EMBRACING ART
AS AN ART HISTORY MAJOR, ROSLYN ESPERON '08 HAS EXPLORED ART AND CULTURE
around the world, studying in Brazil, India, Ireland, Italy, and Spain. Amid her journeys, whether
to a far-flung locale or downtown Syracuse, she revels in opportunities to nurture her passion
for art. "Art has always been important in my life," says Esperon, a Renee Crown University
Honors Program student from Canfield, Ohio, who is both a Coronat Scholar and a Remembrance Scholar. "I enjoy the unspoken visual communication between artwork and our minds."
She also enjoys sharing her love of art with others. On campus, she headed Thursday Screeners, a student film club, and interned at Light Work. This summer, she worked as an assistant
manager at Delavan Art Gallery, an educational intern at the Everson Museum of Art, and a
camp counselor for the Assisi Center's North Side Mosaic Project. She also finds great satisfaction in helping Henninger High School students develop photography and creative writing
skills through the University's Literacy Through Photography project. "Every student is on a different level, and it's a matter of appreciating how they're growing individually," says Esperon,
whose honors thesis will focus on her work with the Henninger students. "They're inspirational
and, hopefully, we're inspiring them as well."
Inducted into Phi Beta Kappa last spring, Esperon credits the Coronat Scholars Program for
providing financial support that made possible her travels, summer work, and other highlights
of her education. "I always knew I wanted to attend SU," says Esperon, whose parents were
married in Hendricks Chapel (her father, psychologist James P. Esperon G'78, G'85, is a School
of Education alumnus and former residence hall director). "Being asked to attend as a Coronat
Scholar was a bonus. It's an amazing opportunity."
Looking to the future, she hopes to land a Fulbright scholarship to teach English through art
in Germany and plans to pursue a Ph.D. in art history, with the goal of establishing a career
in museum education. More than anything, Esperon values the personal growth she has undergone at Syracuse. "Everyone has different experiences that influence their lives," she says.
"And Syracuse has certainly been one of those experiences for me."
-Jay Cox

CORONAT
SCHOLARSH IP
Recipients: Highly
accomplished, incoming firstyear students interested in
majoring in the liberal arts
Background: The University
prov ides rec ipients w ith fu ll
four-year scholarsh ips (including
tuition, room and board,
transportation , and books),
with addit iona l support for
studying abroad, summer study,
research , volunteer work, and
othe r opportunit ies. Established
joint ly by the University and the
College of Arts and Sciences
in 2004, Coronal Scholarsh ips
reward promising students
who demonstrate academ ic
excel lence, leadership ab il ities,
and commitment to service
activities.

Astronaut Eileen Collins '78 is
first woman to command NASA
space shuttle mission.

Stephanie Welsh '95 is awarded the Pulitzer Prize for
Feature Photography for shocking photos of a female
circumcision rite in Kenya, which she took as a student.
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Geography professor Don Mitchell
is awarded ·'genius grant" by
MacArthur Foundation.

Photo by Susan Ka hn
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The Sporting News names Jim Brown '57 the
greatest professional football player ever.
Fall/Winter 2007 I 31
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The M ilton and Ann
Stevenson Professor
of Bi omedical and
Chemi cal Engineering
Recipient: Patrick T Mather,

Department of Biomed ical and
Chem ical Engineering, L.C. Smith
College of Engineering and
Computer Science
Background: The University's

expanding commitment to
biomedical and chemical
engineering prompted the
need for a leading figure in the
field, and an endowment for
the professorship from Mi lt '52
and Ann McOmber Stevenson
'53 provided the means to do
so. "Ann and I are extremely
pleased that Dr. Patrick Mather
accepted the new position," says
Mi lt Stevenson. "As head of the
Center for Biomaterials, he will
launch Syracuse University in an
emerging technology. We look
forward to t he new research
that wi ll be conducted and the
prestigious lectures that w ill be
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SHAPING THE FUTURE OF BIOMEDICINE
PATRICK T. MATHER KNOWS A THING OR TWO
about going with the flow. A rheologist-a scholar who
studies how matter flows and retains shape-Mather
joined the Syracuse faculty this fall as the inaugural Milton
and Ann Stevenson Professor of Biomedical and Chemical Engineering. "My research involves the invention and
development of 'smart' polymers, substances capable of
controlled responses to stimulation, such as heat or electricity," says Mather, who comes to Syracuse from Case
Western Reserve University in Cleveland. "These materials have great potential for amazing new medical devices, consumer products, and military applications." As an
example, Mather cites a biodegradable polymer that can
be surgically inserted as a slender thread and, once inside
the body, change into a three-dimensional form capable
of stenting a blocked artery.
A materials research engineer, Mather led the Air
Force's polymer processing group before committing
to a teaching career. In 2001, while at the University
of Connecticut, he won a prestigious National Science
Foundation CAREER award for young faculty, which
Marilyn and Bill Tennity Ice
Skating Pavilion opens on
South Campus.
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School of Social Work, College for Human Development,
and School of Nursing merge to form College of Human
Services and Health Professions.
Syracuse University Magazine
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secured him five years of research funding. Not one to
hide in the lab, Mather has since been honored with two
teaching awards . "If you want to master a subject, teach
it!" he says . Mather also does consulting work, believing
it provides classroom advantages. "I bring professional
development advice and anecdotes to class, which most
students find a bit more captivating than engine analysis," says Mather, whose clients have included ChevronPhillips and Foster-Miller, a maker of HAZMAT robots.
Vice Chancellor and Provost Eric F. Spina considers
Mather quite a catch and credits the Stevensons for
their vision and generosity. "Pat brings us everything we
could possibly ask for," Spina says. "He loves to motivate
students, and he has created licensed technologies and
spun off companies. The Stevenson chair was the crucial
factor in hiring someone of his caliber."
Mather is already using the position 's resources to enhance SU's reputation in biomedicine. "The discretionary funding allows me to create high-quality learning
and research activities on a continuing basis," he says.

-David Marc

SU·Ied consortium establishes New York State
STAR Center for Environmental Quality Systems.
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Professor Douglas Holtz-Eakin rs
named chief economist for President's
Council of Economic Advisors.
Photo by Steve Sa rtori
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Betty and Dean Wolcott
Endowed Dean 's
Scholarship

Recipients: Dean's Scholars in the
College of Arts and Sciences

Background: The scholarship was
established with a gift from Betty
Berger Wolcott '51 and Dean Wolcott
'50 in 1996. The Wolcotts also fund
the Elizabeth G. Wolcott Dean's
Scholarship at the Co llege of Human
Services and Health Professions
(HSHP) in memory of their daughter,
a 1977 graduate of SU's School of
Nursing, and have endowed dean's
scholarship funds in their names
at HSHP and the Whitman School
of Management. "Our gifts are
for students who want the kind of
education we had, and it's our way of
saying thank you," Dean Wolcott says.
"We want to give more young people a
chance to succeed:

SPEAKING OUT ON THE AIR
ROMINA "MINA" LLONA '08 IS THE FIRST TO ADmit she has strong opinions and isn't shy about voicing
them-whether the subject is Paris Hilton doing jail time,
the influence of hip hop music, or the candidates for the
next presidential election. From pop culture to politics
and everything in between, she takes pride and pleasure
in sharing her views with people who see things differently than she does.
At the top of her high school class in Union City, New
Jersey, Llana came to Syracuse as a political science
major in the College of Arts and Sciences, planning to
go on to law school. But her involvement at student-run
radio station WJPZ as a first-year student introduced her
to the air waves and set her on a new career path-one
she feels is ideally suited to her talents and goals. "Radio
gives me a platform to speak about what I think needs
to be spoken about," says Llana, a dual major in political science and television, radio, and film, with a minor
in music industry. "Also, I have always been a big music
fan . So radio is perfect-1 can learn about and listen to

Stephen Dunn G'70 receives
the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry.
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Elsa Reichmanis '72, G'75 is awarded Perkin Medal,
the highest honor in American industrial chemistry.
Photo by Susan Ka hn

https://surface.syr.edu/sumagazine/vol24/iss3/7

music I love, and I can talk, talk, and talk!"
Now vice president of programming at WJPZ, Llana
has held radio internships at WWHT (HOT 107.9), a
Clear Channel station in Syracuse, and with Emmis
Communications in New York City. During her freshman,
sophomore, and junior years, she also performed with
Kalabash, a Caribbean dance troupe, and continues to
assist the group as a videographer and film editor.
Llana, who holds a Betty and Dean Wolcott Endowed
Dean's Scholarship, is open-minded about the future .
She hopes to work with a New York City radio station
after graduating and to one day own a station, but hasn't
ruled out the possibility of law school and becoming a
media lawyer. Whatever she does, she's grateful for
the financial support that brought her to Syracuse University. "Without scholarships like this one, I wouldn't
have come here," she says. "But I'm just one out of the
batch. Everybody needs the same opportunity. Everyone
should have the choice to go to school."

-Amy Speach Shires

Maxwell professor Sean O'Keefe G'78 is appointed
head of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration by President George W. Bush.
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Robert B. Menschel Media
Center is dedicated.
Fall/W inter 2007 I 33
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+ chapple Family
Professor of Citizenship
and Democracy
Recipient: Robert D. McClure,
Department of Political Science,
Maxwell School/College of Arts and
Sciences
Background: The professorship was
endowed with a $1.5 million gift from
John H. Chapple '75, chair-elect
of the SU Board of Trustees, who
wanted to support his belief in the
Maxwell School's mission. "I have
always been interested in politics and
government, and at SU I discovered
the vital connect ion between the
public and private sectors," Chapple
says. "George Maxwell was right; we
all need to be involved in the process
of educating students in citizenship.
I hope this gift will help future
generations gain awareness and
understanding of that truth."

RESPONSIBILITIES OF CITIZENSHIP
DURING ALMOST FOUR DECADES AT THE MAXWELL
School, political science professor Robert D. McClure has
conveyed an understanding and appreciation of American democratic institutions to generations of students.
He has reached beyond campus to his field and to the
public with a long list of books and articles, including The

Unseeing Eye: The Myth of Television Power in National Elections (1976), co-authored with Harvard professor Thomas
E. Patterson, which the American Association for Public Opinion Research counts among the most influential
books on politics written during the past 50 years. McClure, who worked in Congress as legislative assistant to
former Representative Lee Hamilton and reported on politics for the Scripps-Howard newspapers, has served the
University as senior associate dean of the Maxwell School
and director of the undergraduate honors program.
In 2006, Maxwell Dean Mitchel Wallerstein G'72 announced McClure's appointment as Chapple Family Professor of Citizenship and Democracy, a new faculty position made possible by a gift from John H. Chapple '75,

chair-elect of the SU Board of Trustees. "The Chapple Family Professorship is tied closely to undergraduate teaching
and to the founding mission of the Maxwell School, both
of which have been at the heart of my academic career,"
McClure says. "This is a culminating honor for me, and a
powerful incentive to press on and improve."
Taking the long view, as he often does, McClure believes the endowed faculty position assures continuity for
the curriculum first envisioned by school founder George
Maxwell. "Commitment to the teaching of citizenship to
undergraduates has been the centerpiece of the first 80
years of the school, and the Chapple Family faculty position ensures that it will continue to be so, without regard
to academic fad or fashion," McClure says. "Our obligation
and ability to honor Maxwell's gift is enabled and enhanced
by the Chapple Family Professorship." According to McClure, the position's scholarly duties are no less essential
to the future of citizenship. "If we are to teach citizenship
in a meaningful way, our definition of it needs to be able to
-David Marc
respond to shifting conditions," he says.

United Nations appoints David M. Crane
G'80 as chief prosecutor of special court
for war crimes trials in Sierra Leone.

Men's basketball team wins
its first NCAA championship.

I
New York State selects SU as site of Syracuse Center
of Excellence in Environmental and Energy Systems.
34 I Syracuse
Published by SURFACE,
2007 University Magazine
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The Orange Grove, a reflective spot
on the Quad, is dedicated during
Homecoming.
Photo by Susan Kahn
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Loi s and Ma rtin J.
Wh itman Graduate
Scholarsh ip

Recipients: African American and

Latino studen ts enrolled in grad uate
programs at the Wh itman School of
Management

Background: Established by Lo is and
Martin J. Whitman '49, the endowed
scholarship was first awarded in
2000-0llt pays full tuition costs
and offers other financial assistance.
"Giving back is a very satisfying
experience," Martin Whit man says.
"Lois and I are fortunate to be ab le
to support causes that mean so
much to us. But what's excit ing is the
knowledge that by giving back, you're
empowering others, mostly young
people. You're leaving an imprint on
the future."

Nancy Cantor is inaugurated
as 11th Chancellor.

MATCHING TALENT
WITH BUSINESS NEEDS
ANDREW HENRY-KENNON G'08 IS FASCINATED BY THE KEY ROLE TODAY'S
human resource managers can play in strategizing a company's future. They can assist in forecasting a company's personnel needs and developing talent for business
units or corporate functions. "What draws me to this field are the opportunities to be
the middleman between an organization and its agents and to manage conflicts that
arise," says Henry-Ken non, who is pursuing an M.B.A. degree at the Whitman School.
Henry-Kennon, originally from Tallahassee, Florida, took an interest in HR and risk
management as a College of Business undergraduate at Florida State University (FSU).
He arrived at the Whitman School after hearing about its offerings from Dean Melvin
T. Stith G'73, G'78, the former FSU business school dean . It turned out to be a good fit.
"Whitman does a wonderful job of giving students a well-rounded curriculum to focus
on business needs that may arise in any firm," says Henry-Kennon, who has interned
with Allstate and the human resources department of IBM's Global Technology Services division. "The HR courses are beneficial because they are taught by individuals
who have been in the field and have been doing research for a long time."
Awarded the Lois and Martin J. Whitman Graduate Scholarship for both his first
and second years, Henry-Kennon appreciates being recognized for his dedication and
efforts in academics and extracurricular activities. He is vice president for social activities of the M.B.A. Student Association; chancellor of the Xi Tau chapter of Delta Sigma
Pi, the international professional business fraternity; and a member of the Whitman
Consulting Club. The funding support also alleviates pressure to find a job or take out
burdensome loans to pay for his education . "I can focus more on my studies," he says .
-Kathleen Haley
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Forbes. com and The Princeton Review rank SU among
the nation's top 10 entrepreneurial campuses.
Photo by Susan Kahn
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SU and City of Syracuse announce plans for
the Connective Corridor, highlighting arts and
entertamment venues.
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Martin J. Whitman School of
Management building is dedicated.
Fall/Winter 2007 I 35
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Alexia Tsairis Chair
in Documentary
Photogra phy
Recipient: David C. Sutherland,

Department of Photography and
Graphics, S.l. Newhouse School of
Public Communications

Background: Peter Tsairis and
Aphrod ite Thevos Tsairis created the
Alexia Foundation for World Peace
and Cultural Understanding in 1991
to honor their daughter, Alexia, an SU
photojournalism student who was
among those killed in the 1988 bombing
of Pan Am Flight 103. The Alexia chair
was endowed wit h a $3 million gift from
the Alexia Foundation to the Newhouse
School. "Endowing a photojournal ism
chair at Syracuse in memory of
our daughter is a way to honor a
lost photographer's dream, while
promoting ou r [foundation's] mission
of supporting photographers doing
important work to improve the human
condition," says Aphrodite Tsairis.

IMAGE OF SUBSTANCE
DAVID SUTHERLAND MIGHT BE DESCRIBED AS A
"Renaissance" person. A n award-winning phot ographer w ho has taught photojournalism at the Newhouse
School since 1979, he has captu red images for some of
the nation's leading periodica ls, including The Washington Post and Smithsonian. He counts math and science
among his lifelong interest s and earned an un likely pair
of master's degrees in intercult ura l studies and business
administ rati on. He also holds a U.S. patent for work he
did in college developing a method for det ect ing ultra vi olet ra diation using t he thermoluminescence of sapphires. "You don't need to know as much about chemistry as you once did to be a good photographer," says
Sutherland, who majored in journalism and minored in
physics at W estern Kentucky University. "But even in the
digital age, you're just depend ing on luck for a good pict ure if you don't have an understa nding of the mechanics of light, composition, and other basic fa ct ors t hat
influence the outcome." Sutherland is quick to add that
there's no substitute for establishing a personal connection with a subject. As a newspa per photographer, he
has covered such events as the Kentucky Derby and the
Indianapol is 500. As a journa lism professor, he created
The Warehouse, an SU academic facility
with community space, opens downtown.
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Men's basketball coach Jim Boeheim '66. G'73 is inducted 111to
Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame, joining former
teammate and NBA great Dave Bing '66, and Vic Hanson '27.
36 I Syracuse University M agazine
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Western Kentucky's photojournalism program, w idely
acknowledged as among the nation's best.
Earlier t his yea r, Sutherl and was appointed as the inaugural A lexia Tsai ri s Chair in Document ary Photography,
a position endowed by the A lexia Foundation for World
Peace and Cult ural Understandi ng. As A lexi a chair, in
addition to his work in teaching, researching, and promoting the art of documentary photography, Sutherland
runs t he annual Al exia Internat ional Photo Compet it ion
and coord inat es a speaker's bureau that arranges presentations fo r past w inners at academ ic and professional
meet ings. His new job descript ion even includes a seat
on the foundation's board of directors. "The A lexia chair
has made my job easier and more difficult," he says. "It
demands some t hings I don't know how to do easily, but
offers advantages. For example, my duties include running the foundat ion's web site, and that has broadened
my reach far beyond the classroom . I have pa rticipated
in fo rums and conferences I might never have known
about. An endowed position creates all kinds of new
options for educati on, public service, and self-development." Sounds like a job for Renaissance person .
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Ruth Johnson Colvin '59, H'84 and
William Safire '51. H'78 are awarded
the Presidential Medal of Freedom.

- David Marc
English professor George Saunders G'88 is
awarded ·•genius grant'' by MacArthur Foundation.
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READING AND TECHNOLOGY
INFORMATION STUDIES PROFESSOR RUTH
Small '64, G'77, G'85 finds that K-8 schoolchildren
don 't often associate reading books and using electronic technology. To remed y that disconnect, she
created the E*LIT (Enriching Literacy throu gh Information Teaching) program. "Each fall, we announce
an author to teachers and school librarians across
the region," says Small , director of the Center for
Digital Literacy (CDL). "They organize groups of
their students to read as much as they can by and
about the author, and produce collaborative electronic projects expressing w hat they've learned."
Small was named a Meredith Professor for Teaching Excellence last year, and at a Meredith Symposium, she told law professor Arlene Kanter about
the E*LIT competition. "Arlene suggested we could
enhance the learning experience by focusing on an
author w ho has dealt with disability," Small says. Following her fellow Meredith Professor's suggestion,
Small chose Myron Uhlberg, a photographer-writer
who grew up w ith deaf parents. "Learning about his
life was a consciousness-raising experience-wonderful for the kids and all of us," Small says.

Small augmented the project with Meredith funds
in several ways. E*LIT graduate assistants trained
students at two city schools in interview ing techniques, so they could interview Uhlberg at the annual E*LIT campus luncheon. The w inning project was
a bilingual (English and Spanish) digital video produced by fifth-graders at Syracuse's Seymour School.
"Myron 's book inspired them to research people
who overcame disabilities," Small says. "Most were
famous, such as Wilma Rudolph, the track star who
suffered polio as a child . They also profiled Vladimiro
Hart-Zavoli, a blind computer technician for the Syracuse City School District, w ho worked w ith children
from three schools on their projects. We presented
him with a signed copy of M yron's book. The kids
were thrilled . It was very moving."
According to Small , CDL graduate students from
Information Studies, Education, Ma xwell , and New house run the E*LIT competitions . " Between them ,
they have all the skills needed," she says. "They get
a lot out of working with tea chers, librarians, kidsand each other. Once the ground rules are set, all I
have to do is say, 'Go! "'
-David Marc

"Syracuse Eight" return to campus
and receive the Chancello r's Medal
for Courage.

Ground is broken for the Life Sciences
Complex, the University's largest academic
building project to date.
Photo by Susan Kahn
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Recipients: Meredith
professorships are three-year
appointments awarded to
faculty members in recognition
of teach ing excel lence and to
support innovations in learning.
All Mered ith professors join the
Meredith Symposium, an ongoing
forum about teaching excellence.
Background: Dr. L. Douglas
Meredith '26 focused his lifelong
support for SU on encouraging
and rewarding outstanding
faculty. A $10.2 million bequest
from his estate established the
program to advance that goal.
The honor provides an annual
$22,000 stipend and $5,000
research fund to each recipient,
as well as a $5,000 award to the
rec ipient's academic unit.

The University launches The Campaign for
Syracuse University, the most ambit1ous capital
campaign in SU history.
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Laura J. and L.
Douglas M ered ith
Professor for Teach ing
Excellence
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Newhouse Ill opens; U.S. Chief Justice
John G. Roberts Jr. gives keynote address.
Fall/Winter 2007 I 37
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